
Lacey Soccer Club Game Scheduling Guidelines for Pre-Plays and Make Ups

The following guidelines are to be utilized to schedule any Pre-Plays or Make Ups. These guidelines have been

established after clarification by MOSA on the topic.

Pre-Plays – Per MOSA they do not exist and they will not intervene in the case of a dispute.

1. Requests submitted prior to posting of schedule on MOSA website (typically the last Thursday in

February for the Spring and July for the Fall) will be granted and confirmed for date only. The time

will be determined at the time schedules are due on the MOSA website.

2. Requests submitted after the posting of the schedules on the MOSA website will be granted only if

the following conditions are met.

a. It does not create a gap in the schedule.

b. If a gap is created, a game must be found to fill the gap, and both of these teams must agree

to the time change. The field assignor will be responsible to fill the gap prior to confirming

the pre-play.

c. If a gap is created and it cannot be filled, you will be responsible for the ref fees for not only

your originally scheduled game, but your pre-play as well.

3. Requests by other Clubs for Home and Away game swaps will follow the same guidelines noted

above.

4. If a pre-play is cancelled for any reason, and it is not rescheduled prior to the original game date, it

must be played on the original game date – NO EXCEPTIONS.

Make Up Games – Per MOSA they must be scheduled and played within 3 weeks of original date.

1. In the event a game is cancelled for any reason you will need to call the Field Assignor and discuss

three dates during the three week window.

2. The opposing team will need to choose from one of the three dates provided. If they refuse to

accept any of these three dates you are to notify the field assignor immediately who will send to

MOSA for resolution.

3. If you fail to make up the game during the three week window it may be recorded as not played.

4. If a makeup game is cancelled due to weather or unplayable fields an extension to the three week

window may be granted by MOSA. However there is no guarantee that an extension will be

granted.


